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Dear Editor:
I read with some interest the editorial by Dr. Scott Rodeo

entitled ‘‘Stem Cells 101.’’8 After reading this editorial, I
must profoundly apologize to the entire orthopaedic commu-
nity for calling the cells isolated from bone marrow mesen-
chymal stem cells (MSCs).2 The mistake that I made, and
which was compounded by Dr. Rodeo, is that in cell culture,
a variety of highly powerful, inductive agents can take cells
of mesenchymal origin (eg, we can do this with adult chon-
drocytes10) and drive them down a variety of phenotypic lin-
eages. Thus, originally in the 1980s, when my colleagues
and I isolated and expanded these human and animal mar-
row cells in culture, we could cause these cells to differenti-
ate into bone, cartilage, fat, muscle, and so on. Given these
observations and the dogma of the day ‘‘that what we saw in
cell culture is what happens in vivo,’’ I mistakenly assumed
that these cells would likewise differentiate into mesenchy-
mal cell types in the body. This was not correct, and some
years later, I properly apologized to my colleagues and
changed the name to medicinal signaling cells, keeping
the MSC nomenclature.3 This change of name reflects the
fact that these cells do, indeed, function naturally at sites
of tissue damage and provide a cornucopia of bioactive fac-
tors that assist the injured tissue in managing its own
regenerative and repair capabilities. MSCs arise from peri-
vascular locations1 and are not resident in connective tissue
or the stroma surrounding organs; thus, calling them ‘‘stro-
mal cells’’ is quite inappropriate. Indeed, MSCs arise at sites
of broken or inflamed blood vessels and function as natural
sentinels guarding the internal aspects of the body from
invasion by a variety of pathogens. These MSCs are quite
different from tissue-specific committed progenitors that
can differentiate, which are discussed below.

The entire analytical characterization of MSCs by put-
ting them into cell culture or cloning them and then looking
for cell surface markers completely misses the point that
these cells do not differentiate in vivo. These cells are medic-
inal; they provide molecular cues to assist in the manage-
ment of sites of injury by virtue of their paracrine
capabilities. Not only do MSCs not differentiate, but also
they exit the injury sites of activity very soon after arriving.
Their initial activities are to stimulate the repair, regenera-
tion, and immunomodulation of sites of tissue damage.

The difficulty I have with Dr. Rodeo’s editorial piece is in
the title: ‘‘Stem Cells 101.’’ He, like many lay individuals,
wants to put cells in vivo and to have these cells form new
and vital replacement tissue. This does not happen, but put-
ting MSCs at sites of damage or injury has the potential to

stimulate the surrounding tissue to fix itself. Fat grafting or
putting microfragmented fat preparations (eg, Lipogems) at
sites of injury can bring about a therapeutic effect. This pos-
itive effect is medicinal since none of these cells engraft or
differentiate; they do not contain stem cells.

Dr. Rodeo very correctly discusses MSC preparations
from a variety of sources and clearly states that these prep-
arations are heterogeneous. Indeed, single-cell RNAseq
analysis of such MSC preparations from a variety of tis-
sues indicates that they have most of their transcripts in
common and about 5% to 9% of their transcripts are unique
to the tissue of origin of the MSCs.6,7 With RNAseq tech-
nology and appropriate software, experimentalists have
documented that the MSC preparations from marrow or
from fat are heterogeneous, with up to 10 to 12 separate
groupings of cells within cell culture preparation.6,7 Some
of such subsets could be identified on the basis of RNA
transcripts as committed progenitors in the case of both
marrow- and fat-derived MSCs. Which cell or combination
of cells in these heterogeneous preparations is responsible
for the observed therapeutic effects is currently unknown.
It may well be that the mixture of cells itself is the thera-
peutic, and that by purifying one cell population from this
mixture, the therapeutic activity could itself be lost.

Again, it is my fault that I was so persuasive in convinc-
ing the orthopaedic community that stem cells could be iso-
lated and used for therapeutic purposes. Again, I
profoundly apologize for this mistake. For sure, there are
no stem cells that I am aware of in any adult tissue. The
hemopoietic stem cell is not a stem cell; it is a committed
progenitor that can only produce a wide range of very dif-
ferent blood cells. Because of the number of different blood
cells with uniquely different properties that originate from
hemopoietic stem cells, the stem cell name is still favored
by many. This cell is not a stem cell; this cell cannot
form muscle or neural tissue. This cell is a committed pro-
genitor cell. Every single tissue of the body has such a com-
mitted progenitor in residence that is used to regenerate
small injuries and to provide differentiated cells for the
normal turnover of that tissue. The keratinocyte stem
cell is, likewise, a committed progenitor that only produces
keratinocytes. Bone marrow clearly contains osteochondral
committed progenitors,5 which are necessary for normal
bone turnover and are available for fracture repair. Since
fracture repair can require a cartilaginous bridge between
fragments, these cells, by necessity, must have the capac-
ity for both bone and cartilage differentiation.

In the early days of the development of MSC technology,
we used small 3-mm calcium phosphate ceramic cubes
filled with cells implanted subcutaneously in rodents as
a test indicator of the quality of the MSC preparation.4

In ‘‘very good’’ bone marrow–derived MSC preparations,
we could observe the pores of the ceramic filled with newly
formed bone, and in some cases where vasculature was
excluded from the internal pores, we saw plugs of cartilage
that later endochondrally transformed into bone. These
observations are now understood in terms of the osteochon-
dral committed progenitors that are naturally found in
bone marrow. In this regard, it is important to also recog-
nize that fat-derived MSCs, when tested in vitro or in
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cubes, have very poor osteogenic capabilities but have
enhanced adipogenic capacities because of the committed
adipogenic progenitors. The studies Dr. Rodeo cited by
Dr. Muschler are a perfect example of the culture and clon-
ing technique documenting the heterogeneity of marrow
MSC preparations, with some clones showing commitment
to osteogenic differentiation.

Again, in summary, if one assumes that there are no
stem cells available in adults, it simplifies the analysis of
the available data. Importantly, committed progenitors
reside in highly specialized sites where, in the cases that
have been described, these committed progenitors are situ-
ated in close contact with perivascular–mesenchymal stem
cells, and both of these cells are in contact with blood ves-
sels.9 The associated perivascular–mesenchymal stem cells
uniquely provide molecules for these committed progeni-
tors and molecularly assist when progenitors are active
or when they are resting. The exact chemistry of this inter-
action has not been elucidated.

Again, my profound apologies to sports medicine, to the
orthopaedic industry, and to my esteemed colleague, Dr.
Rodeo, for painting the wrong picture of MSCs over 30
years ago. The correct picture has been amply outlined in
several of my publications referenced to herein.
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Author’s Response:
I thank Dr. Caplan for his thoughtful and expert

insight. As a recognized thought leader and authority in
this area, readers of the journal will benefit from his com-
ments. In fact, this is the very essence of what the Ameri-
can Journal of Sports Medicine stands for—a forum to
stimulate scientific exchange and discourse, and no area
of sports medicine has as many outstanding questions as
the whole area of ‘‘orthobiologics’’ and cell therapy.

In reading Dr. Caplan’s letter, I believe that we are very
much in agreement on all of the fundamental points raised.
Herein I will briefly touch on the major points raised by Dr.
Caplan to provide further insight into our current under-
standing of these important points:

1. Transplanted cells do not differentiate.

I agree that transplanted cells likely do not differentiate in
vivo. It is clear that what happens in cell culture does not
simulate what happens in vivo. My general points about
the use of cell surface markers to begin to describe cell pop-
ulations apply to connective tissue progenitor cells that are
culture-expanded, trying to describe what happens with
freshly harvested cells (from marrow, adipose, etc) that
contain connective tissue progenitors (CTPs), defined by
the ability to form colony-forming units (CFU) in culture.
This description does not imply that the behavior in vivo
after injection into a patient simulates what occurs in
cell culture. The reason for describing the use of cell sur-
face markers to characterize the cells (International Soci-
ety for Cell and Gene Therapy [ISCT] criteria) is simply
as a method to begin to characterize and describe cell for-
mulations. Such differentiation and expression of cell sur-
face markers likely do not happen in vivo. We clearly need
methods to rigorously characterize transplanted cells
(whether based on cell surface markers, cell morphology,
secretory profiles, etc) as indicators of ultimate biologic
activity. The ISCT criteria are just one way to start this
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